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He realizes that the physical and material attractions should be neglected by the priest attempting to follow the
restrictions of the religion. Throughout his literary career, he wrote many poems and dramatic works.
Quasimodo, a repugnant physical defect of nature, lived severed from human contact, excepting that of the
solemnly aloof priest, Claude Frollo. King Louis learns of the attack on Notre Dame and misconstrues it as the
people demanding Esmeralda's death and orders her to be executed. Criticisms and Interpretations. Another
love that is shown throughout the book, is love obsession, where one falls in love with someone and puts them
before everything. It is a social ill that has been present in the society since time immemorial, and due to the
societal imbalances, the vice is hard to deal with. In the Hunchback one can observe these loves and how they
compare to one another as well as which one is best and why. The duality of the character proves that the
priest possesses various traits defining him as a negative and positive personage simultaneously. Quasimodo's
pure and tender love for Esmeralda is borne of her simple act of kindness but leads him to reconfigure his
devotion and life around her so that when she dies he elects to join her in the tomb rather than go on living.
But his most famous novel is "Notre Dame de Paris". Hugo was also a scholar of medieval Christianity and
used the history of its churches, martyrs, and saints as a backdrop for the novel's action. Pierre Gringoire is a
struggling poet. Both the deaths of Esmeralda and Frollo is too much Quasimodo to bare and he disappears.
He is condemned to a miserable married life with Fleur-de-Lys. When Quasimodo's skeleton is attempted to
be separated it crumbles to dust. Hammond, Craig Andrew. Right before she is to be hanged Quasimodo saves
her by taking her into Notre Dame and claiming Sanctuary for her. He calls for water. First - the mystery, the
feast of fools, competition for the best grimace where Quasimodo is elected by the king. Frolo takes on the
education of a small freak Quasimodo to atone for his brother's sins. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the
guilt of the character because his actions are determined by various factors including the external influence of
the religious and moral rules.


